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 ABSTRACT  

In terms of global trade conditioning, logistics services have come an important part of 

business operations, buttressing the significance of anchorages in the force chain. This means 

that the effectiveness and effectiveness of a logistics system will be determined by accessible, 

safe and affordable transportation services likewise, perfecting the transportation system will 

affect the effectiveness and performance of the logistics system for the company, allowing the 

company to use the cost savings for other purposes or for technological advancement. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Archipelagic State of The Republic of Indonesia( known as NKRI) comprises,504 

islets and has the world’s second-longest bank, stretching 083 km. Indonesia consists of six large 

islets separated by swell Sumatra, Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Nusa Tenggara and Papua. 

Because of this, transportation plays an important part in the distribution of goods and people 

and the realisation of indigenous connectivity. Transportation services are an important element 

for achieving inclusive growth, profitable progress and the effectiveness of the public logistics 

system. The transportation and logistics systems have an interdependent relationship (Yunitasari 

et al., 2019). 

The part of logistics will expand over the coming decade and the logistics conception will 

be applied in colorful ways still, the Indonesian transportation service assiduity continues to face 

multitudinous challenges, precluding it from making an optimal donation to realising the 

effectiveness of the logistics system. Logistics costs in Indonesia account for 24 of gross 

domestic product( GDP), according to the National Development Planning Agency of the 

Republic of Indonesia, and are significantly advanced than in some Southeast Asian countries 

similar as Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand (Athukorala & Patunru, 2022). 

Meanwhile, the logistics system in Indonesia is fleetly evolving. utmostinter-island 

distribution of goods, including the six major islets, takes a long time and is precious because of 

shy structure. One of the contributing factors to the length of time for the distribution of goods is 

business traffic and limited road capacity, particularly in the six large overpopulated islets, and 

the assiduity is still developing fleetly. Java is the lowest of the six major islets in Indonesia, 

with an area of 700 km2, or 6.8 of the total area of Indonesia Tawai et al. (2021) still, it has the 

largest population, counting for 56 of Indonesia’s269.6 million people. Java Island is also the 

main driving force behind the public frugality, because 75 of artificial exertion is concentrated 

on this islet, which contributes 59 to the public GDP. The lading and unloading of goods for 
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domestic and transnational trade accounts for 73 of all lading and unloading at the main 

harborage of Java still, the artificial and trade areas have yet to be integrated with the harborage 

area( artificial harborage). 

The over matter has redounded in the high distribution of raw accoutrements , artificial 

products and goods from and to the harborage to the outback area. Trucking still accounts for the 

vast maturity of goods distribution (90.3). In general, the locales of colorful diligence, similar as 

the outlands of transnational anchorages, are fairly far down, taking further trucking, which is 

analogous in utmost countries. One of the main routes for the distribution of goods using 

exchanges is the road corridor along the north seacoast of Java, which is resemblant to the bank. 

The length of this road corridor is 316 km, and it serves the movement of goods between several 

businesses on the islet of Java, including Banten Province, the Special Capital Region of Jakarta, 

West Java, Central Java, the Special Region of Yogyakarta and East Java. Every day, exchanges 

with load andover-dimension capacities pass through this corridor. The average periodic increase 

in road business volume is 3, with a vehicle capacity rate of1.30, exceeding the normal rate limit 

of0.8. Under these conditions, it'll be impacted owing to business traffic and dropped average 

vehicle speed, performing in utmost trip times being longer than usual, increased air pollution 

and road damage. As a result, the Indonesian government will be needed to allocate an fresh 

public budget for the conservation cost of the main corridor, which is roughlyUS$,308/ km/ time; 

still, available finances are only US$ 692/ km/ time. The forenamed factors are consequences of 

the less effective logistics system in Java. Thus, the development of short ocean shipping would 

be needed as an indispensable system for transporting several truckloads of weight on Java 

Island (Supratiknya, 2021). 

Theoretically, the development of short ocean shipping transportation will give 

multitudinous benefits, including environmental benefits, lower social costs associated with 

transportation operations and bettered sustainability performance of freight transportation 

without the need for large structure investments (Short ocean shipping can also contribute to 

indigenous profitable development by creating new anchorages. The Government of the 

Republic of Indonesia has noway studied and developed short ocean shipping transportation 

along the north seacoast of Java to palliate business traffic and reduce road conservation costs. 

Short ocean shipping has come an integral part of the multimodal transportation and logistics 

system. It can be categorised as a short- distance shipping operation. 

CONCLUSION 

Transportation occurs between short- distance anchorages within the country or between 

conterminous countries and doesn't cross the ocean. Short ocean shipping is defined as the 

transportation of goods or passengers over a fairly short distance using vessels, which can be 

fulfilled via lakes, gutters and along the bank as well as is the most cost-effective and effective 

mode of transportation. Container barges are one of the vessels that have been used for short 

ocean shipping conditioning, taking into account operating cost effectiveness and other benefits. 
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